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It’s the Strangest Bus Ever!
Every morning, Little Rosa gets
on the bus. But one day, things
start to get very strange.

Sadie was born with a headful
of mystical, magical hair. Sadie
learns that instead of trying to
tame her hair, she should become
one with her magniﬁcent mane.

A story about everyone’s innate
gifts which allow them to connect
and celebrate their uniqueness
with one another.

Wilson the dog will grab your
heart as he discovers how the
challenges of being different are
perhaps the best thing that ever
could have happened to him.

A cross-generational book that
expresses the importance of
maintaining individuality when
joining social groups with shared
goals and interests.

During a game of hide-n-seek,
Lila encounters wonderful
surprises at each turn with an
unexpected twist that even she
couldn't have guessed.

A story of how your creativity,
uniqueness, and character help
you to persevere and achieve
your dreams—you can become
anything.

Growing up can be tough if you
feel you don’t “ﬁt in.” A mother’s
story shows that we are all pieces
of a bigger picture and that you
must follow your own heart.

Look beyond the basic necessities of life to explore love, family,
and community and ﬁnd ways
to grow, create, contribute, feel
safe, have fun—and thrive!
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Discover what makes little Mya
unique in this family story about
a 4-year-old reﬂecting on what
qualities make her unique and
interesting.

Friendly characters explain how
it makes someone feel if we use
mean words and encourages
others to be nice by giving a smile
or a hug.

Best friends learn a new way to
keep their playdates going and
stay safe at the same time during
the Covid 19 pandemic.

A story of lost security and how
little Darnell navigates through
difﬁcult emotions of anxiety and
fear to ﬁnd happiness again.

When Goldie the duck has a
scary dream about drowning, she
wakes up too afraid to swim. Will
her friends be able to help her
ﬁnd her courage once again?

Children learn to see the heart
of Jesus when they pray. Helping
them understand that Jesus is
the best listener and everything a
child says is important to Him.

The tale of a toad named Bufo,
born alone in a dangerous,
watery world, and his journey to
suburbia where he ﬁnds friends
and true love.

Explore a young boy’s feelings as
he learns his mother is having a
baby. Share his struggles as the
baby arrives and his realization
that having a sibling isn’t that bad!

A collection of “educational
wisdom” & guiding principles for
young children. A tale to inspire
success, build personal development, and foster self-esteem.
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